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Did you know…… ?.
Did you know…… ?.

What is
weather?
poems

Did you know…… ?.
Every day the sun heats up water
from the seas and rivers. This
makes tiny, invisible drops of
moisture that rise up into the air.
going up!

Wait
for me!

Did you know…… ?.
The rain and melted snow flow into streams and
rivers and are carried back to the lakes and oceans.
Then the water begins its journey all over again.
This is called the water cycle.
cycle

Weather is how
much rain or
sunshine a place has
every day.

The sun gives us warmth.

Did you know…… ?.
The rain you see has fallen millions of times before.
The earth uses the same water over and over
again!

The air moves to make the wind.
Water makes the clouds, rain and snow.

Click the weather map to
find out about the
weather in your area
this week.

Did you know…… ?.

As the warm air rises, it cools down. The tiny
drops of moisture turn into millions of larger
drops of water which join together to make
clouds.

Did you know there are different types of clouds?.
Cumulus clouds mean we will have fine weather.
They are white and fluffy . Large dark ones usually
bring bad weather and rain!

So weather is a mixture of sun, wind and water!

Did you know…… ?.
As the air becomes
colder, more drops of
water form. When
there are enough, they
become too heavy for
the cloud and the
drops fall to the
ground as rain.

Did you know there are different types of clouds?.
Stratus is usually a layer of thin, pale grey cloud
covering the whole sky. It often means we will have
light rain or drizzle.

Did you know…… ?.

Snowflakes and raindrops are made the same way
but when it is very cold, the water drops freeze and
make ice crystals which fall from the clouds as
snow.

Did you know there are different types of clouds?.
Nimbus are grey rain clouds with ragged edges.
Some have white tops that look a bit like
cauliflower heads. They might mean there is a
storm coming.

the water cycle

What about fog?.
Did you know there are different types of clouds?.
Cirrus are usually wispy and streaky. They usually
mean it will be windy. They float very high up and
they are made of ice crystals.

Fog is really a cloud that is very
close to the ground. It has millions
of tiny water droplets so if you
walk or cycle through fog you will
often find yourself getting wet!
Often it is hard to see very far
ahead because the water droplets
that make the fog are in the way.
Mist is the name we give to thin fog where there
are few droplets.

Do you know why the wind blows?
When the air is warm, it
rises and cold air flows
in underneath it. When
air moves around like
this it makes wind.

Have you heard about
hurricanes and tornadoes?

A hurricane is a giant tropical storm. It is a great
whirling mass of air which can uproot trees and
destroy buildings.

Have you heard about hurricanes and tornadoes?
A tornado, or whirlwind, is smaller but faster and
just as dangerous. It will suck up or destroy
anything that gets in its way!

In the summer we have our hottest weather.
The hot sun makes us sweat and we need to
keep cool so we wear fewer clothes.

Have you heard
about hurricanes
and tornadoes?

Do you know what is happening
when it is thundering and lightning?
When the weather is bad, electricity builds up
inside a cloud. Lightning is a giant spark of
electricity escaping.

Waterspouts are
tornadoes over
water. They are
often very tall.
Long ago people
thought they were
sea monsters!

The lightning heats up
the air around it. The
hot air pushes against
the cooler air and
makes the sound of
thunder.

It can be sunny at any time of the year but in
winter the sun is weak and it’s not very warm.
In summer the sun is much stronger and much
warmer.

In the winter we have our
coldest weather.
It makes us shiver so we
wear more clothes to keep
us warm.

Fog can happen at any time
of the year too but frost,
snow and ice usually only
happen in the winter.

Rain can happen at any time of the year.
It can be fine gentle rain that we call drizzle or
it can be heavy rain. It can rain for a short
time or it can rain for a long time.

Did you know ……. ?
You see a rainbow when the sun shines through
raindrops. The colours are always in the same
order …..
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Indigo
Violet

Rain that is very heavy and
falls for a long time can make
the rivers too full of water so
that the water flows over the
river banks and floods the land.

When it rains we wear
waterproof wellingtons
and a waterproof coat
to keep us dry.
An umbrella helps too!
What is happening in
these pictures?

It can be windy at any time of year as well.
The wind can be gentle like a breeze or it can be
very strong and even blow lorries over!

The weather can have an affect on how
we feel. It can make us feel happy or sad,
excited or frightened, cross or angry.

The people in the boat are smiling and waving
but how do you think they really feel?

When that happens motorways
and other roads have to be
closed so more lorries won’t
blow over and we hear
warnings on
the TV and
radio about
severe
weather.

Weather comes and weather goes,
Autumn winds and winter snows.
Sometimes cold and sometimes hot,
Sometimes raining, sometimes not.
Summer sun and springtime green,
The brightest rainbow ever seen.
No matter what we do or say,
We have weather every day.
Theresa Heine

How does the weather make you feel?
How does the weather affect you?

Weather is hot,
Weather is cold,
Weather is changing
As the weeks unfold.
Skies are cloudy,
Skies are fair,
Skies are changing
In the air.

Meish Goldish

Whether the weather be mild
or whether the weather be not,
It is raining,
It is snowing,
It is windy
With breezes blowing.
Days are foggy,
Days are clear,
Weather is changing
Throughout the year!

Whether the weather be cold
or whether the weather be hot,
We'll weather the weather
whatever the weather,
Whether we like it or not.
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